The village of gold

By: Nathan Ramprashad & William He
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New buildings, homes and apartments for people who can’t afford to live,
who are homeless and that just need a home
New gold mine (gold gerates daily but only selected people can mine)
Free gold nuggets for the people who come to live.
Homeless people will get 2 bars of gold and they can choose to live in the
village.
Free food for people who need

Things The New Village
will have

Our village will include the following:

Gold mine
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Free gold mine for the use of the people
Free shelter
Buildings for business
Transportation
A wish waterfall
Mountains
Support to the people who need help
Hospitals for the sick
We will give out shirts(Green,Yellow,And
blue)

Pros & cons
Pros
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Everyone who comes here, gets rich
Everyone can have peace
They can be fancy
It supports the poor
Everyone who is a citizen gets gold or
visitors
This village has high security for the
people of bad, not for the good

Cons
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There can be law/rule breakers
There can be armed people
There can be rich people acting like
they are poor
There can be people trying to take
everything
They won't need to go to school

A small part of the village

Example of
differents types of
gold we will have
and distribute
14K
GOLD

24K
GOLD

We will give
out gold

K stands for Karat
It does not stand for
Thousands in
money.

10K
GOLD
18K
GOLD

MOST
EXPENSIVE
GOLD WE WILL
HAVE

$11,260.00

The purpose of our wonder
The purpose of our wonder is to give gold to people who need, sick or homeless. We plan to
improve people's lives so they can actually live one. This wonder is needed in our country
because it is a gold mine that will help save lives. For example with all the gold we can buy
hospitals and buildings to help people in need. Also we can use the gold to for people who don’t
have homes or any money to live. We hope people will get inspired to come back and visit
because it will be a place where people are always welcome to enjoy and do stuff. We will help
our economy by using the gold in the right way to help people that need help.

The Length of this Project
This project will take an estimated of 1 year because we will need to build buildings, hospital and
homes/apartments. There will be about 10,000 people working on this village because there is a
lot of buildings for business and hospitals for people in need. The materials that will be used are
shovels,hammers,saws and many more. The materials that will be used are basic materials used
to make a building. We will find the money that we will be used to pay for the whole village is from
the gold. We will use gold as a pay instead of money. We will not have to raise money because we
get the money from the gold.

The Length of this
Wonder
Paragraph 3: How
long will your wonder
last? How do you
think it will compare
against all of the other
wonders in the world?

We think our wonder will last for a very long time
because if anything breaks we can fix it, the gold will
also regenerate back overtime because this wonder
has some special kind of material, and also every
building that we have are very strong so it can last
longer for the benefit of the people. I think this
wonder will compare against all the other wonders
as a pretty good one because it basically is a place
for gold, we welcome anybody who visits and we are
heavily on the fact for the health of our citizens. So
we think having all of these benefits of our village, it
will compare as a good place to live and do the
natural things of a human.

Conclusion
The Reason Why This is
a Wonder

In conclusion this is a wonder because it is a place
where gold is found. No one knows why there is a
goldmine there or how it got there. This wonder has
been here for many years and is not man made. This
is natural wonder is natural because the goldmine
has been there for a long time and no one has
created it. The gold just grows there and people just
mine for it. This is why it is a natural wonder.

The End
Thank you

